Senior Analyst

Charlotte, NC

Forest2Market is a global provider of market price data, forecasts, analysis and supply chain expertise for the
forest, wood products, paper products, and bioenergy industries. We are seeking a Senior Analyst with a
background in forestry, natural resources, agriculture or supply chain management to support both buy side and
sell side acquisition and disposition due diligence on behalf of our clients in the forest products and biomaterials
industries. The successful candidate will work closely with clients who are making multi-million dollar decisions
relative to mergers, acquisitions and dispositions and new brownfield and greenfield development projects.
Responsibilities include:
1. Design and complete customized diligence studies, including understanding the client's business needs;
identifying the appropriate data; gathering, organizing and analyzing the data; performing statistical and
financial analysis of the data; and writing client-ready reports detailing project results specific to the objectives
of the study.
2. Organize data into reporting format and prepare graphic illustrations of findings.
3. Lead projects and project teams, including timber market analysts and data quality specialists.
Note: Forest2Market is a fast-growing global organization; this role is specifically designed to be flexible to the
needs of an evolving company. Other responsibilities may include developing supply chain optimization analytics,
managing partner relationships and overseeing internal development projects.
Required Qualifications:
1. M.S. in Forestry, Resource Management, Agriculture or Supply Chain
2. 5-10 years of field experience in forestry; wood, pulp and paper or biomaterials manufacturing or other supply
chain experience
3. 5-10 years of experience in an analytic role, performing and reporting analysis of forestry- or supply chainrelated data to management
4. Strong analytical and quantitative capabilities, including economic theory, mathematics and statistics, and
quantitative methods
5. Excellent oral and written communication skills, ability to consult with customers to understand project needs
6. The ability to present and manipulate data in MS Excel
7. The ability to tell stories with data, to creatively display data so that it is intuitive and easy to understand
8. Demonstrated project management experience; the ability to work closely with clients and other employees on
a variety of projects
9. Solid time-management and follow-through skills, with the ability to simultaneously work on and manage
multiple tasks and projects with tight deadlines
10. Ability to work independently in a fast-paced environment
11. Knowledge of forest biometrics, the FIA database and growth and yield models, and geographical information
systems a plus
12. Knowledge of financial analytics, MS Office and statistics; a working knowledge of SQL, relational databases,
multiple and non-linear regression are a plus
Send application materials to: Human Resources at HR@forest2market.com. Application materials should include:
resume and cover letter by the applicant.

